
7th Ave SCC Meeting Minutes October 9, 2019  

Present:  Aaron Hesjedal, Janna Zalinko, Ashley Karst, Shannon Moneo, Jen Pituley, Reagan Rasmussen, 

Trynda Wilderman, Melissa Danis, Al Kessler, Amanda Franks, Rilene Johnson, Bethany Daechsel   

 

New Business  

Principal's Report-Aaron Hesjedal 

-moved to a 6-day cycle, talked about how that affects Christian Ethics 

-Staff list has one update with Mrs. Thompson starting her mat leave earlier than planned, welcome to 

Miss Klassen 

 

Learning Improvement Plan Update 

-goals set out for last year's goals were met 

-sticking with a reading, writing and arithmetic goal this year 

-will be working hard to collect good data all year long as opposed to just the last report card as previously 

done. 

-there will be clubs again each month 

  

RABAN Update 

-working out a new plan that will allow flexibility in what sort of activities are done and that will help the 

kids take ownership of their reading.  

-noticing that the same kids were completing the activities and so are exploring ways to get more kids 

involved and recognized 

-looking for perhaps a new way to do the assemblies and prizes, not a total overhaul but some fresh ideas 

to include more kids, especially the kids who never seem to participate 

-the goal is to make this a fun reading experience if you want it, not a stressful activity 

-had a great conversation around the reading level books that had come home with kids in the past, how 

they are an easy go to for busy times and really lower the stress level of knowing what your child should 

be reading.  Also like the RAZKids option, but not all families are on devices.  Aaron said he would take the 

feedback to the teachers and see how the feedback can be incorporated to help families spend more time 

reading together. 

-follow up on the summer activities.  There were 20-25 kids who participated and were entered into the 

draw.  Winners have been picked and prizes will be awarded at the assembly next week. 

  

2019/2020 School Year Assembly Dates 

-dates are on the agenda, Melissa is going to send out a Doodle poll so we can sign up in advance and not 

be scrambling to find someone at the last minute to attend.   

  

Meeting Dates 2019/2020 School Year (Always 7-8pm) 

-proposed dates for meeting every six weeks were put out.  They're not set in stone, but will give us an 

idea of when we are meeting next so we can talk about relevant activities and not be scrambling.   



Pizza & Movie Night 2020- Amanda Franks 

-Just wanted to make sure this was still an activity that we want to do.  (We do!)  

-We'll do the planning for it at our next meeting.  

  

Speed Limit Review Proposal- Melissa Danis 

-we talked about the major safety concerns around the front of the school especially during pick up after 

school, want to be proactive and get this problem solved before there is a tragedy 

-Melissa has spoken to RCMP and council members to see what can be done, and they are all in support 

of the changes we'd like to see to speed limit and enforcement 

-a committee came together (Aaron, Melissa, Janna) to put together a proposal to take to town council 

to see about getting the speed limit changed to 30 km/h in front of the school, and possibly get the cross 

walks repainted.   

-while there are lots of things that need addressing in this safety issue, it seems like it's going to be a one 

victory at a time kind of battle 

  

In-Motion Committee-Janna Zalinko 

-Janna continues to be in contact with the Town, working on turning the In-Motion Committee 

recommendations into actions 

-Yay! For the new sidewalk along Assiniboia Ave between the rink and AES, that was an In-Motion proposal 

that got taken care of 

-encouraged by the members on the committee, especially Steph and her willingness to look for, and 

incorporate, active living ideas into the community like the forthcoming Walking Wednesdays 

  

Nutrition Breakfast/Fruity Fridays/Taco in a Bad Update- Melissa Danis 

-the year-end Taco in a Bag went very well we thought.  So nice to have the prep work done by 121, good 

idea to look into doing is this way again in June 2020 

-Idea of having class 'snack stations' where teachers can have a bowl of fruit, granola bars, et cetera in 

their classrooms for when kids just need a snack, trying to make it accessible and easy for teachers' not a 

burden or added thing 

-idea that perhaps students can be in charge of filling/stocking the stations like they do for the milk 

program, or the Spirit Club 

-we have money in the nutrition budget, we did not apply for the Share The Warmth grant this year, but 

will again next year 

 

Clothing Order- Melissa Danis 

-like the idea of doing the orders yearly so new students aren't left out 

-perhaps a way to do it a SLC's, Melissa is going to explore that 

-Rilene will pass along the pricing/contact information from the first big order we did 

  

 



Open House Review 

-new format was well received.  The numbers were lower, but the kids who would benefit the most were 

there 

-it allowed much deeper and meaningful conversations between teachers and parents/students 

-really reduced first day chaos 

-parents appreciated getting those backpacks to school early 

-all in all, a great idea, we will do it again next fall  

-be sure to get the date out with report cards this year 

  

Christmas Concert Update 

-last year we had a bit of a panic that perhaps the POW could not accommodate us 

-looks like it will not be an issue this year, but the idea of hosting at the high-school came up again and 

will be explored 

-date for the POW will be December 19 

-Amanda will write up an MC script like the one from the past few years and SCC members will read it at 

the concert 

   

Update from Al 

-MJ is getting a new school, the details are being worked out and there is quite a debate.  It will be 

interesting to see where the school ends up being placed 

-Rob Bachmann is the new Chair 

-CUPE negotiation are underway, hopefully they will go smoothly 

-there are 39 schools in our division, just a neat tidbit.  Several of our smaller community schools are 

struggling though 

-still a lot of talk and debate around outcome based reporting.  It is not recognized by 

universities/technical schools so would create a lot of chaos at the high school level, the conversation 

continues! 

 

TO DO's: 

-Aaron:  Take the feedback on RABAN reading back to teachers 

-Amanda, Shannon and Aaron:  Get the prizes for the summer reading sorted out and awarded next 

assembly 

-Melissa:  Create and send out a doodle poll for SCC members to sign up for assemblies 

-Melissa, Janna, Aaron:  Create a proposal for Town Council regarding speed limit and crosswalk 

-Rilene:  Pass along clothing contact/pricing info to Melissa  

-Amanda:  Script for Christmas Concert  

 


